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ABSTRACT

With some guidance from the work of Hilbert and
Heilmeier[23] and Crowcroft[13], to be interesting a
research question had to fulfill the following requirements:

About ten years ago, Bob Lucky asked me for a list of open
research questions in networking. I didn’t have a ready list
and reacted it would be good to have one. This essay is my
(long-belated) reply.

v Worth the attention of multiple (new) researchers. The
question had to be rich enough in scope that if multiple
distinct researchers worked on it, the research
community would likely find benefit in the multiplicity
of research results. This requirement meant I excluded
problems that already had several people working on
it. Conversely some problems with only one research
team pursuing them (no matter how good the team) are
listed.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2 [Computer-Communications Networks]: General

General Terms
Algorithms,
Measurement,
Design,
Experimentation, Security, Theory.

Economics,

Keywords

v An answer should open up substantial follow on efforts
(either in research or industry or both). Newton
famously said, in a pithy variant of Bernard of Chartes’
epigram, “If I have seen a little further it is by standing
on the shoulders of Giants.” The goal here is similar –
to find research questions of sufficient height that
solving them (or showing they cannot be solved) gives
others greater visibility into new problems.

Research, research agenda, data communications, data
networking.

1. INTRODUCTION
“Are there any research questions left in networking?” Bob
Lucky asked me that question in 2003 when I spoke to a
National Research Council committee he chaired[40]. As I
recall, I answered Bob’s question with a handful of
research questions that I knew were popular at the moment.
I know I walked away from the discussion feeling that a
more thoughtful list would be useful.

v Likely to reward attention. I needed some reason to
believe that if someone chose to pursue a question,
they had a reasonable chance of success. There are
important problems in our field on which, for good
intellectual reasons, it is near impossible to make
progress (i.e. all-optical regeneration[6] and several
problems in secure systems). I felt it was disingenuous
and might lead someone to waste valuable research
energy to list such questions here. In a similar vein,
Crowcroft has provided guidance for identifying
“cold” research topics.

2. MAKING A LIST
There were two major motivations behind this list.
First, Dave Clark has periodically observed that other fields
sometimes find it useful to create a list of open research
problems. For example, much mathematical research in the
20th century was motivated by Hilbert’s list of 23
questions[24]. While this list does not aspire to that level
of influence, it was clear that creating a list would be a
useful intellectual exercise.

v Some chance the result will have an impact. Impact is
often the first thing people consider in choosing a
research question or research agenda.
Heilmeier
trenchantly asked “who cares?”

Second, I felt that the tremendous success of the Internet
had paradoxically limited the research community’s vision.
We are so often challenged to ensure the Internet’s health
(e.g. better security or traffic management) and future (e.g.
future Internet research), that we often lose sight of the
wider range of research challenges. That’s a loss, as
pursuing less pressing problems sometimes yields results
that can help with immediate needs. So I wanted a list that
offered an expansive view of the field.

But impact is a risky metric. First, researchers in all
fields are notoriously bad at assessing the potential
impact of their work.
Second, impact may arrive
many years after the result. To take an example from
economics, the work of Arthur Pigou on environmental
effects only became popular fifty years later[36].
Finally, there’s a tendency to pound away at problem
perceived as high impact, even if prior work strongly
suggests that working on the problem is a waste of
time.

2.1 Defining “Interesting Research Question”
Much of the work in this paper is simply the result of
looking for interesting research questions. But that begs
the question of what is an interesting research question?
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So while it is important to do work that matters, impact
only mattered once I’d confirmed the problem was
likely to reward attention.

point solution and we need to understand the broader
perspective it provides.

4.1 Getting past obstacles

2.2 Vetting Questions

A common research problem is that we can foresee a rich
and beneficial future for society or for research if only we
can solve a particularly difficult problem that blocks the
path to that future. Examples of solved obstacles in other
fields include Little’s Law[39], the Taniyama-Shimura
conjecture[66] and Harrison’s chronometer[67].

Given a question that met the requirements, I then took two
steps to validate the question.
v Ensure the question was clearly articulated. It was
often hard to refine a problem into a clear question, but
the effort to clarify was rewarding. Sometimes, once
clarified, the question turned out to be uninteresting.1

One challenge in confronting obstacles is that, sometimes,
they have proven to be remarkably resistant to being solved
(and resistant to being proven unsolvable). At some point
they stop rewarding attention and instead simply consume
resources. I have left such thorny obstacles out of this list.

v Confirm the question was open and understudied. I
researched the question (conference proceedings,
conversations with experts, Google) to see if the
problem it expressed really was an open problem and
wasn’t getting much attention. This process killed
several questions. For instance, a search led me to the
PQCrypto conference and forced me to remove some
questions related to security architectures in a world
where quantum computers are prevalent.

1. How to handle parallelism inside routers and hubs?
Periodically, technology evolution forces us to reexamine the innards of connection devices.2 Today
we are (once again!) pressed by the issue of
parallelism: we are achieving greater computational
power using more processors in parallel (multicore)
rather than faster single processors[57]. We may have
to rethink the innards of our devices to adapt to this
new form of parallelism. Three lines of thinking have
emerged: running multiple independent stacks in
parallel [70], running exactly the same software on
each processor[34], and using co-processors. There’s
room for more thinking and a deeper examination of
details (the devil of these problems is often in the
details – big enticing visions can prove to have feet of
clay). Discussion: Network engineers and
researchers often struggle to maximize hardware to
keep up with demands for better performance.
Whenever we have a paradigm shift in how devices get
faster, it takes time and thoughtful research to
determine what approach is most effective. The right
approach will drive how we build high-performance
network devices for years to come.

3. NECESSARY CAVEATS
Producing this list has been a reminder of how little I know.
In that spirit this section offers two warnings:
v While one of the standards for inclusion in this list are
that the problem is unsolved, I make no promises – if
you decide to make one of these ideas into your
doctoral dissertation or the centerpiece of your
research program for the next few years, please to do a
literature search to make sure someone else hasn’t
solved the problem.
v This list is in no way comprehensive or representative
in the sense of reflecting a proper balance of different
subareas of data communications. This list reflects one
person’s perspective and ignorance.

4. THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Originally this list was unstructured but multiple readers
commented that reading a long unstructured list reduced its
impact. Initially I tried sorting the list into categories
(wireless, security, peer-to-peer) but using categories had
two deficiencies: (1) it created pressure to create questions,
even if the particular category had no good research
problems at the moment (a problem that happens more
often than we like to admit) and (2) readers tended to jump
to the section on “their area” whereas a goal of this paper to
encourage readers to expansively.

2. The Parallel-to-Serial (and back) problem. An
abandoned problem from the 1990s returns. The
problem is how to connect a multi-processor
(multicore) end system to a (serial) network. The
problem is that the challenge of dividing arriving data
across the processors (and or marshaling data from the
processors to send) tends to scale poorly. More
formally, the problem is given n processors, n>1,
where each processor π is responsible for a variablysized piece of data dπ from d1…dn of a packet, D, we
want the cost of assembling and disassembling D to

So I ended up structuring the list around classes of
problems. The notion is that research questions come in
different styles. For instance, the goal may be to break
through a known barrier, or we may have a result that turns
our understanding of the world upside down, but it is a
1
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On the importance of clear research questions see “Bad Career
Move #2: Let Complexity be your guide” in [56]
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Consider the rapid change in router design between about 1988
and 1996. We went from single processor with single bus, to
single processor attached to multiple busses (with intrabus
transfers supported), to distributed processing using forwarding
engines distributed around a parallel, switched backplane.

scale sub-linearly with respect to n, but past history
suggests assembly/disassembly scales exponentially,
due to coordination required among the n processors to
manage the receipt or delivery of D on the serial
channel. When we looked at this problem in 1990s
(e.g. in Thinking Machines), we thought the
assembly/disassembly had to be done by a processor.
Since then we’ve gotten better at special hardware and
smart memories. So, for instance, on the transmission
side we could (perhaps) imagine a memory that
notified a processor when it had gotten data from all n
contributors and did a scatter-gather assembly (with
checksum) of the outbound packet. If we could find a
way to variably split data on inbound side we might
have a solution. Discussion: This problem is one of
the Achilles heels of networking. We struggle to get
data efficiently in and out of computers with parallel
processors. A solution will smooth the path to
parallelism and parallelism is clearly our future. If
there is no general solution, we will have to think more
seriously about constraining our data packing in
packets to meet parallelism’s requirements and that’s
architecturally unpleasant as we would be enshrining a
edge-system limitation inside our network.

they can be managed to ensure that the enhancement
succeeds.”
Fair advice, but currently almost impossible to achieve
as we lack clear rules for identifying tussle spaces and
for forecasting how tussles might spill into surrounding
contexts. Discussion: The Internet’s creators were
lucky that the Internet’s architecture was robust enough
to survive its evolution into a central part of the world’s
economy. Tussle spaces are a recognition that we
cannot trust in luck again, but are also a crippling
challenge – a network architect can feel irresponsible if
she does not think carefully about tussle issues. Yet, as
a field, we have yet to give her effective tools to drive
her thinking.
5. What are the incentives for an implementation to
faithfully follow the protocol specification?
Shneidman and Parkes [65] asked this intriguing
question several years ago and while they made
substantial headway it remains a potent challenge. The
core idea is assume a rational network node and a
protocol specification that is correct (there’s no
motivation to “fix” the protocol), but that there may be
benefit to the node (perhaps at the expense of other
nodes) in deviating from the specification. How might
we devise protocols so the motivations align with
correct operation? Or do we need points in the
network that test for compliance? Discussion: This
question is a constrained version of the tussle question
(4) and perhaps more tractable.

3. Networking processor cores. The previous two
questions observed that multicore processors are likely
to be important in our future. Interestingly, the way
that cores are being interconnected on a chip
increasingly looks like computer networks and chips
are suffering familiar networking problems such as
congestion. What makes these networks of interest is
that source behavior is sharply different– unlike
Internet sources which may continue to transmit into
congestion, these sources rapidly self throttle for
organic reasons (e.g. they cannot page in the code they
need). Discussion: There’s a clear impact on how
multicore chips are designed and the rate at which they
effectively process. We may also find it has bearing
on how data moves from exterior networks into cores.
Initially I thought this problem was too simple – a
matter of tweaking Nick Maxemchuk’s work (e.g.
[45]). But the authors of a paper at ACM HOTNETS
convinced me differently[52].

6. Create the cognitive radio! The idea of a cognitive
radio is now nearly 20 years old [47]. It is a radio that
senses its environment and figures out how best to
utilize the spectrum to meet its applications’ needs[2].
The concept is wonderful and offers a clear path to
better use of our RF spectrum. But, nearly 20 years
later, we have not yet implemented one! One reason
is that we have only recently created sufficiently
programmable radio platforms (e.g. the ones
mentioned in question 38). Another reason, however,
is that creating a cognitive radio is hard. Network
engineers do not intuitively structure their systems for
cognitive control. Similarly, the AI community
struggles with the notion of distributed, asynchronous
cognitive control with imperfect information
(“asynchronous” and “imperfect information” being
most problematic)[20]. Discussion: Cognitive control
is an excellent way to manage and make sense of
environments (such as networks or some wireless
devices) with hundreds or thousands of configuration
choices. As a result, cognitive systems seem likely to
become increasingly important in networking. A
cognitive radio is an excellent test case for this belief
as it combines hard problems in cognition with

4. How to identify tussle spaces? As defined by Clark,
Wroclawski and Sollins[9], “tussles spaces” are
portions of the networking milieu where adversarial
stakeholders vie to achieve their respective interests.
These tussles can spill over to affect other parts of the
networks. More strikingly, many of these tussles are
acted out in technical details of how network(s) are
realized. In this light, [9] advised:
“Anyone who designs a new enhancement for the Internet should analyze the tussles that it will trigger, and the
tussles in the surrounding context, and consider how
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potentially large (and measurable) benefits in network
performance.

few for a useful result”; or (b) “the simulation results
cannot be trusted.” Finding the right simulation
paradigm and showing it works would get the field
past this painful dilemma.

7. Platform-independent link and media-access
specification language? The challenge is the
following: when a software radio arrives in a new
location (imagine encountering the first base station in
a new country) we would like to tell the radio the
protocol(s) it should use. Because this is a world of
software radios, where we expect a profusion of
protocols and rapid innovation, it is possible that the
protocol in use is one the radio has never encountered
before. So we would like a specification language that
the radio can compile/interpret/reduce such that the
radio can, in real-time, begin using the protocol(s).
There’s a wide range of choices about how one might
solve this problem, ranging from a virtual machine
model (something akin to Java for a radio) to a formal
specification language that can be compiled by each
radio to work on the radio’s specific hardware. It is a
difficult problem that requires a good understanding of
what is possible in programming languages as well as a
good understanding of RF physics, media access and
the range of choices in how to implement a software
radio. Discussion: This problem comes originally
from the field of software radios but is now also
relevant to optical networks (see question 33). It has
received almost no attention – probably because the
most prominent software radio system (JTRS) assumes
that protocols are well known and registered in
advance. Given the diverse research spaces
(languages, RF physics, radio implementation) touched
by this problem, even partial solutions are likely to
yield important insights into the challenges of
programming radios. For an example of the kind of
impact that trying to program physics can yield, look at
the Claytronics program at CMU and its programming
languages, MELD[3] and LDP[17].

9. How much bandwidth can we utilize with ambitious
wireless spectrum sharing and reuse? We know that
the wireless spectrum is woefully underutilized[42].
How can we exploit the unused and underused
spectrum effectively? There are various suggestions
for modest amounts of highly constrained reuse. The
goal here is to envision a broad range of sharing – in
the extreme, assume a radio that can tune over the
entire RF spectrum and can change its MAC, power
levels, directionality and coding. What could you
achieve? Observe that one can go at this problem
multiple ways. One could measure the spectrum in
some locations and then compute, using different
sharing approaches, how much capacity could be used
(expressing the result as a bit rate would likely be most
effective). Or one could implement a radio that is
ambitious in its spectrum sharing and demonstrate
sharing in the real world. Discussion: This problem is
deceptive. It appears, on its face, to be a
straightforward, if challenging, problem of
measurement and implementation. At its heart,
however, is a difficult question: what is the optimal
strategy for a radio under a given set of RF conditions
and traffic demands? Determining an optimal strategy
(given many possible criteria for optimization
including robustness of connectivity, bit rate, and
fairness of sharing) and then determining how to
implement and measure for it is a problem almost
completely unexplored. The only results I’ve seen so
far are a recent small study that highlights just how
much we can learn[35] and an overview of possible
strategies[77].
10. Shared security for slices? There is a network
virtualization architecture that posits we can run
multiple communications protocols in parallel in a
network[70]. Each suite of protocols gets its own
fraction, or slice, of the various pieces of network
hardware such as routers and fiber optic links. This
concept is enabling the creation of GENI and is also
being pursued by several leading researchers. One of
the challenges for slices is the security model. It is
entirely possible that distributed applications may
participate in multiple slices concurrently, which
suggests that each application is only as secure as the
least secure slice it participates in. A possible solution
is to devise a security architecture that works across
multiple slices. A cross-protocol, cross-network
security architecture if you will. This idea is less
quixotic than it sounds. Having watched security
systems be devised for diverse protocols, my
experience is that they share a common set of features.

8. Accurate wireless simulation? The wireless field has a
serious problem. Wireless researchers do not trust
their analytical models and do not trust their
simulators. We desperately need an open simulation
platform, whose results have been field confirmed, that
researchers can use and whose results will be accepted.
Imagine a simulator that accurately traces how several
dozen concurrent signals propagate over a terrain (no
unit circles!) and accurately estimates the combined
signal each receiver experiences. There is confidence
that such a simulator should be possible – we have
been doing it with emulators (which run real radio
software over an accurate RF emulator) for several
years. Yet somehow we have not made the jump to
simulation. Discussion: The lack of a simulator has
led to a poisonous situation in wireless research where
surprising results are often dismissed because either (a)
the handful of radios a researcher can afford is “too
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Discussion: In the short-term, this result would be
tremendously valuable to GENI and others
experimenting with sliced architectures. The longterm impact is likely to be learning how to map
security concepts consistently across the disparate
technologies and protocols.

but also imagine how one might engineer graceful
restarts for route servers such as [7]).
13. Distributed quantum computing. Researchers are
putting the finishing touches on quantum repeaters –
devices that enable the transmission of quantum state
over long distances[71][72]. This development raises
the possibility that if and when quantum computers
appear, we could have distributed quantum systems. To
my knowledge, no one has looked at the question of
what kinds of problems might want to be solved by a
distributed quantum system. How might we assign the
problems to the various quantum computers? What is
the quantum equivalent of mapreduce[16]? Do we
prefer hundreds of identical quantum computers or do
we want collections of diverse quantum computers,
each tuned for different types of quantum
computations? How do we move information between
machines and aggregate and refine results? Discussion:
Assuming quantum computers happen, research on this
problem will enable us to create quantum computing
clusters and generally do distributed quantum
computing. Whether quantum computing will be close
enough to standard computing that distributed quantum
computing is desirable or useful is, of course, an open
question and likely one of the answers generated by
pursuing this research question.

11. How should we compare network topologies? This
question has many forms. For instance, given two
topologies of similar size (edges and nodes), how
similar or different are they? Similarly, given two
topologies of different size, how similar are they?
Discussion: These kinds of questions arise in many
situations, including sampling (is this part of a network
we sampled representative of the whole network?),
straightforward comparisons (if this algorithm works
well on this network, will it work well on that
network?) and cross-field studies (e.g. how similar is
this comms network to that biological network?).
Having a common metric, or two or three metrics, each
imperfect but at least ones we understand, would be a
valuable contribution. For a starting point, see[73].

4.2 Opening new doors
A feature of obstacles is that we can see (or think we can
see) what the future will look like if the problem is solved.
Many research problems, however, do not offer a clear
vision of the future they enable until they are solved.
Metaphorically we have to open the door (solve the
problem) to truly understand what is on the other side. An
example is the discovery of self-similarity of network
traffic[38]. Until that work came out we did not know if
we simply needed to tweak traffic models or whether there
was something more serious that caused traffic predictions
and real network traffic to diverge.

14. Are there any new addressing paradigms beyond the
four we know (unicast, multicast, broadcast, anycast)?
This may seem like a quixotic question. There’s an
impulse to assert these four are the complete set but it is
worth remembering that we started 40 years ago with
just unicast and broadcast and found multicast3 and
anycast[53] along the way. Discussion: If we find new
addressing paradigms, we will likely find a beneficial
use for them. The initial reaction to both multicast and
anycast was that they were unneeded optimizations and
yet both have important roles in today’s network. If
there are no other paradigms, we will have more firmly
bounded the scope of routing and addressing problems.

12. Topology over time? Consider the following
abstraction of a computer network: it is a varying graph,
a collection of nodes that are interconnected by some
set of arcs and allow the arcs to change over time (e.g.
some arcs may be removed, others may be added, as
time goes on). Can we say anything useful about how
the graph evolves? For instance, can we classify certain
types of changes as retaining connectivity and others as
disturbing connectivity, either in the entire graph or in
sub-graphs? Discussion: One can make this problem
relatively tractable (classification based on what we
observe in practice) or very difficult (classification of
three dimensional manifolds [e.g. time + 2 dimensions]
is an incompletely solved problem in topology). While
expressing the problem in terms of manifolds may make
the problem sound esoteric, it is actually highly
practical. Solutions could influence how routing
protocols cluster portions of the network (e.g. create
clusters that are maximally more robust to link outages)
or give us greater insights into when “graceful restarts”
of network devices are appropriate and feasible (cf. [49]

15. Get rid of unicast addressing? This problem has been
a popular conversation over beer at a pub for years, but
I’ve yet to see a rigorous approach. The central idea is
that many of our networks are intrinsically multicast
(wireless, free space optical, and coax plants such as
classic Ethernet and some cable installations) and many
other technologies could be multicast (fiber). In a
world of unicast addressing, to paraphrase Van
Jacobson, an intrinsically multicast medium means that
3
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The precise origins of multicast addressing are unclear. In was
not in the original Ethernet design[46] but was in the 1980 IEEE
Ethernet specification. As best I can tell, the idea was initially
developed by Mockapetris and Farber in their work on the
distributed computer system (DCS).

when you transmit a packet on a network, 100 nodes
receive the packet, and 99 immediately drop the packet
because it isn’t addressed to them. We know that’s
wasteful (cf. network coding for one way to try to take
advantage[1]). What if you radically rethought
networking so that this never happened? Eliminate
unicast addresses and get rid of the notion of
connections between two end-points. Everything is
multicast (maybe you broadcast too, or maybe you
don’t). What does the network look like? Is routing
simpler? Can one create a valuable network that serves
a wide range of applications without implicitly recreating unicast? Discussion: This work is definitely
“clean slate” network architecture as it could enable a
new style of networking and transform how we think of
routing and addressing. Or if we find ourselves forced
to implicitly re-create unicast, it would tell us that
unicast is central to networking (that’s where pub
conversations usually land).

relationships in social networks (unencrypted). It
would be a triumph for network science and perhaps
also for time series analysis (question 34) if we could
trace information across multiple networks, possibly
inferring steps we cannot directly observe. Discussion:
This problem is, of course, of deep practical interest to
the military as it describes how insurgents pass
information. The challenge is finding a unified way to
represent the various networks that allows
measurements from each network to inform a map.
18. Resource auctions. People are periodically interested in
figuring out if ISPs could shift resources among each
other in real-time (cf. the excitement when Enron tried
to create a marketplace for bandwidth). While it is
possible we could have network operations centers
staffed by bandwidth arbitrage experts (the Enron
model) it is easier to imagine that some amount of
bandwidth/connectivity/dark fiber is shifted from one
network to another automatically based on programmed
guidance about availability and pricing. Imagine
multiple private or public coordinated peering
points[43] with big optical switches through which we
can connect or disconnect networks in seconds (vs. the
highly negotiated connectivity in such centers now).
How might we structure auctions? Would it be useful?
Discussion: Apart from the pragmatic benefits of being
able to dynamically interconnect, I suspect there are
some difficult problems in network economics and
routing in this question. How do we dynamically price
the value of being more closely connected? How do we
ensure our networks take full advantage of the dynamic
connectivity (e.g. how can we be sure that our routing
protocols won’t simply continue routing all traffic over
previously existing paths)?

16. Transient network addresses. Another fun pub
conversation. Suppose that network addresses are
transient and perhaps, even, flat (have no topological
information in them). An application can create a new
network address anytime it wants and discard it
anytime. The cost of new address creation is low
enough you can imagine changing it every transaction
(e.g. each web page download). While in use, the
address is unique (no two nodes are using the same
address at the same time). In a client-server world, this
abstraction is useful for clients. Can we make it work
for servers too? What routing infrastructure is required
for transient addresses to work? Discussion: The
reason this topic is a fun pub conversation is that it
smashes any attempt to associate an address
permanently with a name or an attachment point or a
node[63]. That result has both intellectual impact (we
keep stumbling over assumptions of permanence) and
may have security and privacy impacts (the address tells
you nothing about the opposite party so many
techniques such as geographic mapping or address
filtering stop working and more sophisticated
techniques must be used to authenticate a party).
What’s more, there’s reason to believe this problem is
tractable: several researchers have recently produced
results that suggest it might be possible to have flat
addresses over parts of a network[33][59].

19. Where should the network “waist” be? A feature of the
network architectures of the 1970s and 1980s (which
includes the architecture of today’s Internet) is a
“waist” in the network stack. The waist is the central,
largely unchanging, API above and below which
innovation is enabled. We understand, pretty well, how
to handle a waist placed at layer 3 (IP in the Internet,
CLNS in OSI, the PUP layer in PUPNET, etc.). But
newer architectures are proposing to move the waist up
(e.g. content networks[68] and HTTP[58]) or down
(e.g. virtualization architectures[70]) and we don’t
really understand the consequences of moving the
waist. What are the tradeoffs? What problems become
easier or harder to solve with the waist in a different
place? A question in the same vein that I’ve recently
been asked is whether we can create a composable
transport protocol, which adds and sheds functionality
as it crosses network boundaries. Discussion: There
are many network architecture questions that we still
struggle to understand. I think the success of John
Day’s recent book[14] reflects the fact that John’s

17. Tracing across multiple types of networks. Can we
trace a piece of information as it is communicated via
postal mail, a newspaper, the Internet, and social
contacts? While we like to think all information flows
over the ‘Net, a lot of information follows a richer set of
paths, including hallway conversations, exchanges of
papers, and telephone conversations in addition to
packets over the ‘Net. We can trace conversations
within the ‘Net (even if encrypted)[12] and we can trace
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willing to express some strong perspectives grounded in
his long experience in the field. The question posed is
one of the central architectural problems and has many
consequences in how we architect networks in the
future.

email. The step from collaboration to cooperation
would seem small. Discussion: Like several other
questions, answering this question would extend our
understanding of communications and expand our
palette of techniques for realizing protocols.

20. Is there a formal theory for combining protocol
elements? Over the years the data communications
community has shown tremendous skill at dividing
protocols into distinct modules. Layering[15][77][8], of
course, has been the primary tool but by no means the
only one[27]. What we have been far less good at is
putting the elements back together. There’s been a
steady if modest stream of work in “stack smashing” or
“cross layering” that show substantial inefficiencies or
even functional errors that result from layered
architectures[41] (as well as one cautionary paper
showing where cross layering can go wrong[32]). Can
we create a theory for how protocols should be
composed that either eliminates or, at least, exposes
these inefficiencies? Discussion: This question is
closely related to questions 19, but is more tactical (how
best to implement protocols) rather than architectural.
This question is equally important, however, as it
guides us in how to create better implementations.

23. Ensuring we send the most important piece of
information in the next message. This problem is best
illustrated by two examples: (1) suppose you have
received four out-of-order data segments – which three
should you acknowledge in the next selective
acknowledgement (SACK) to maximize throughput?
And (2) what ordering of information in an HTML
document will allow a browser to display the
information fastest? We think we have solutions to
these individual problems (see [44]for throughput and
the HTML specification intentionally puts style and
framing attributes near the front of the document), but
the general problem remains unstudied. The essential
step would seem to be to recognize not all bits (or data)
are equal and crafting some way to assess the benefits
of sending one set of bits vs. another. Game theory
and semantic information theory seem likely starting
points. Discussion: This is another question in how to
design protocols, but its focus on what is transmitted
gives it a focus that may make it more tractable.

21. Is there a theory of protocol decomposition? This
question may seem odd, given that the previous
question stated that, as a field, we are good at
decomposing protocols into modules. That
decomposition, however, is for implementation and
specification. The issue here is understand when a
protocol has all the functions it must have and when it
has too many functions or too few. Imagine if you will,
asking how many degrees of freedom a protocol
requires to realize congestion control. That’s a wellformed question, but we have no method for answering
it. Discussion: Of all the questions in this list, this
question is, for me, the most difficult – I have no idea
how someone might start to answer it and, as a result,
hesitated to include it. The question, however, is clear,
the research space is completely empty and the results
would become an integral part of how we devised
protocols in the future. How could I leave it out?

24. A new paradigm for network management. There’s
broad agreement that today’s network management
paradigm is broken. I say that as someone intimately
responsible for that broken paradigm. Today’s
network management has at least two serious
deficiencies: first, it is a method for raw data gathering
– gathering without understanding; and second, it is
focused on delivering data to management centers,
when it is now recognized that management data is of
great value to individual users. For those who would
worry that delivering management data to users is
commercially not viable – Dave Clark’s why button[10]
suggests that giving users at least some data will reduce
demands on user service organizations. Discussion: I
hesitated to include this question. That there is a rich,
unexplored, research space and ample room for good
ideas is clear. The challenge is that network
management, as a field, is notorious for its failure to
reward talent.

22. Are there cooperative protocols above the physical
layer? There’s a substantial body of work showing that
wireless networks can perform better if nodes help each
other[51] – e.g. a node off to the side echoes what it
hears from a sender in order to improve reception at the
receiver. For the most part, these are physical layer
improvements (perhaps coordinated with the media
access layer). Is there a role for similar cooperation at
higher layers? At first this may seem impractical, as
most higher layer communications is point-to-point.
Yet many servers often work together to deliver a web
page and many servers work together to deliver an

25. Tearing down network management silos? For several
decades, we have divided network management into
four or five distinct silos. The current set is Operations,
Administration (and Accounting), Maintenance and
Provisioning. Each silo tends to have its own tools, its
own databases, and its own way of doing business.
This leads to situations where multiple databases
contain information about what software version a
device is running. This situation is especially silly as
the only place that truly knows what software version is
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being run is the device itself. Can we develop an
integrated approach that is more efficient and less
redundant? Discussion: All the comments about
network management in question 24 also apply here,
with one important distinction. It is clear that network
operators and equipment makers realize there’s an issue
here and periodically begin to offer money for research
ideas. Popular wisdom is that network costs scale with
the cost of paying people to manage them[60] and so
everyone sees a chance to reduce costs in a new
network management structure. So there’s a bit less
risk.

wireless networking is to turn off the radio when it is
not in use. There have been several papers looking at
how to intelligently turn the radios on and off in sensor
and multi-hop ad-hoc networks[73][61]. But almost
no one has looked at the problem for the most common
case, a single hop environment using a base station (an
exception is [30]). The problem is intriguing,
especially as its solution is probably asymmetric: the
base station has a power source (it is plugged in) while
the clients are typically running on battery power. So a
scheme that reduces energy consumption more in
clients is probably desirable. At the same time, the
base station’s possible ability to serve as a centralized
controller makes the problem easier than the
distributed schemes required for ad-hoc and sensor
networks. Note that WiFi has power mechanisms that
can serve as a starting point for experimentation.
Discussion: The commercial and social impacts are
likely to be large, as wireless is on a trajectory to be a
major consumer of battery power in devices. More
efficient wireless means longer battery life for PDAs
and other consumer products. Intellectually, the
impact of the result on other research would seem to
depend on how distinct the solutions are from the
excellent results that are being achieved for multi-hop
ad-hoc networks (question 29).

26. Can we develop a new model for security analysis?
Currently we analyze the security of systems (and
networks and protocols) using two methods. One can
be described as reactive: see what the opponent does
and devise some way to counter. The other is a
relatively formal process descended from the U.S.
government's Rainbow series of reports. Both
approaches have limitations. The reactive model is not
designed to lead to secure systems. At best it allows us
to patch the systems we have. The formal model
supports the creation of secure systems but like most
formal systems it is time consuming to employ and is
designed to produce a binary result: secure or not
secure. It is not a system designed to allow the
discussion of alternatives or risk tradeoffs. What we
would like is an approach to security analysis that
enables us to straightforwardly evaluate tradeoffs in a
well-defined (e.g. formal) context and to do so quickly
and easily. Discussion: It is widely accepted that we
need “better” approaches to security. At the same time,
there's considerable skepticism that either current
approach to security analysis will help us find such a
new approach. Yet there's currently optimism (perhaps
misplaced) that we could devise a new analytic model,
one that might allow a reasoned reframing of the
question of what it means to be “secure.”

28. Protocols for continuously disrupted networks.
Today’s networking protocols, even those such as
Disruption Tolerant Networking (DTN) protocols, all
assume that much of the network is stable, where by
stable I mean that links are usually up or, at least, are
operating on predictable schedules. What if we
upended that assumption and replaced it with the
assumption that most (all?) of the network was
composed of links that were often down and whose
periods of “good” operation are highly variable (in
particular, can be quite short). How would we
optimize data communications protocols for such an
environment? Discussion: This question is intended
to be the big and logical next step from two lines of
research. One is research into disrupted edge networks
(e.g. the DARPA SAPIENT program which found that
an edge network that was down 10% of the time often
caused the TCP/IP network to be down 50% or more
and sought to reduce the penalty of downtimes). The
other is research in networks for the other 3 billion
(citizens of 3rd world countries with limited
communications resources).

4.3 Understanding a solution space
Sometimes in data communications we find ourselves with
some interesting, even surprising, results that create a
whole new set of questions that we must answer if we are
to fully understanding the implications of the results. An
example from another field is high-temperature
superconductivity: up until 1986 no one believed
superconductivity was possible at temperatures over 30
degrees Kelvin, then Bednorz and Müller[5] demonstrated
superconductivity at higher temperatures and the field had
to completely rethink the topic.

29. What happens if we give radios multiple power levels
(on, off, and one or more intermediate power modes)?
Jason Redi has developed a wonderful radio (now in its
3rd hardware generation) with three power levels (on,
off and a low power “doorbell” mode that you can
“ring” to tell a radio to wakeup) and shown it
consumes 99% less energy with only slightly

27. How can we optimize energy use in a single-hop
wireless network (e.g. a base station and edge node
network such as WIFI or the cellular phone system)?
There’s a general agreement in the research
community that the best approach to energy efficient
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increasing delays for a range of traffic scenarios in
multi-hop networks[61]. It is a wonderful result but it
is also a point solution that begs for broader study. Is
three modes the right number? Are there better
algorithms for determining when to wake up a radio
using the doorbell? Discussion: As we build low
energy radios we need a roadmap that allows a
designer to understand the energy tradeoffs of various
decisions. Done right, this work will give us that
roadmap and may open the door to even greater energy
efficiency (99.99% anyone?).

dynamically find each other, scanning the spectrum
until they rendezvous – but the general version of this
problem seems unsolvable. So most people I talk to
assume that there will be some chunk of the spectrum,
some frequency, defined as the control channel on
which radios rendezvous. Furthermore, since this
frequency is likely to be valuable (a frequency that is
robust to fading etc.), the channel bandwidth is likely
to be small. The question, then, is what protocol do we
run on this channel and what does it do? For instance,
is the channel simply where two or more radios find
each other, and then they move to another frequency to
exchange spectrum maps and agree on spectrum use?
Or do we do everything on the control channel, so that
newcomers and passive devices can just tune in and
learn what to do? Two useful studies are [2], which
assumes the control channel is locally assigned (I
prefer to assume a national or regional assignment) and
[64], which tries to think about how little information
to exchange on a bandwidth constrained control
channel. Discussion: The answer to this question
would appear purely pragmatic – enabling better
spectrum sharing. But I suspect the work also may
yield insights into how to parsimoniously describe how
the spectrum is being used. Also, while I note the
rendezvous problem (find a common channel in a
noisy dynamic spectrum where two radios’ ranges
partially overlap) appears insolvable, no one has (to
my knowledge) proved it cannot be solved and I would
be delighted to see a solution.

30. Packet headers for energy efficiency? One feature of
Redi’s radio is that he was able to reduce energy costs
by shortening the packet preamble. That’s a reminder
that, especially when sending small amounts of data,
there’s a tremendous overhead in preambles, MAC
headers and trailers, and Internet packet headers.
Years ago when bandwidth was short, we developed
efficient methods for header compression on serial
links[28]. Do the same techniques work when we seek
to optimize energy use on inherently multicast wireless
links? (The informal consensus appears to be “no”). If
not, what is the right approach? Is there a
complementary role for network coding? Discussion:
Energy efficiency is a challenge at every layer in the
protocol stack (cf. [62]) and I think this problem is
likely to yield insights about energy efficient protocol
design.
31. What should be our standard traffic model for energy
efficiency measurements? A nasty problem in
evaluating energy efficiency schemes is that, currently,
we have no standard for traffic. Anyone is free to
choose a traffic pattern that makes a proposed scheme
look good. What should our standard traffic pattern(s)
be? Discussion: Benchmarks all too often end up
being gamed (manufacturers find ways to optimize to
the benchmark). However, this early in the study of
energy efficiency, I believe that having a common set
of tests would be valuable. Defining a test, or suite of
tests, that accurately captures the different ways
networks are used (high load, low load, more or less
bursty loads over various timescales, etc.) is likely to
require both careful measurement and analytic research
and, if successful, will enable the community to more
effectively analyze the merits of various proposals
(essential to moving forward).

33. Software-defined optical devices? The optical
communications community has been building
progressively more configurable termination devices in
recent years. The most sophisticated devices are
arguably, nascent optical versions of the radio ASIC
discussed in question 38. Interestingly, however, the
optical communications community does not talk of
programmability or real-time reuse of optical pass
bands the way the radio community speaks of
programming RF. I suspect (perhaps wrongly) there is
a chance for cross-fertilizing ideas here and those ideas
may lead to even more powerful ways to use optical
fiber. Discussion: Fiber optic communication will
remain a crucial part of our communications
infrastructure for the foreseeable future. This research
question seems likely to provide useful observations
about how fiber optic communication could evolve.

32. Designing a control channel for spectrum sharing.
Assume you have a collection of software-defined or
software-determined radios in an area. How do they
discover each other and decide how to divide up the
spectrum among their applications? How do new
radios entering the area learn of the current spectrum
allocation and negotiate on behalf of their
applications? One possibility is that the radios

34. How much information can we extract from a time
series? Over the past several years there’s been a
trickle of papers showing that if you simply record
when you see a packet and, sometimes, where the
packet came from, you can extract an extraordinary
amount of information from the resulting time series.
For instance, you can determine the topology of a
wireless network[12], you can learn what applications
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are present on the network[54], and how many
sources[26]. There are suggestions that one can
decompose an aggregate time series into the individual
time series of the constituent conversations (the one
hypothesis I know requires that the individual
conversations’ traffic be max-plus linear and mirabile
dictu, TCP is max-plus linear[4][11]). How much more
can we learn from simple times series? Discussions:
There are several potential impacts of this work. First,
it may make certain problems in network measurement
easier because we will have to collect substantially less
information from each packet to learn what we need to
know. Second, there are implications for protecting
encrypted traffic from traffic analysis. Third, there’s
been a hint in some work of underlying network
“truths” – trial uses of principal component analysis on
time series suggest only a handful of uncorrelated
variables almost completely explain traffic timing[37]:
what are those few variables and what do they tell us
about our networks?

analysis, they allow us to see bugs and deficiencies and
limitations that we did not see before[25][31]. Yet the
effort required to verify a basic protocol such as TCP
is huge and so time consuming that protocol designers
simply accept they cannot make verification a standard
part of creating a new protocol. How do we make
progress in making verification easier to do? And does
protocol verification have more relevancies as we look
at exchanging/defining lower-layer protocols in
software-defined radios? (See question 7).
Discussion: The benefits are, I hope, obvious and the
research space, while certainly well traveled, continues
to offer periodic new insights. The big concern here is
that talented people have been slogging at this problem
for many years and progress is slow. There is,
however, soon to be published work in semiautomatically identifying the most essential parts of
software systems to verify (and focusing the
verification on those parts) and perhaps this work can
be transitioned to protocol work as well.

35. How do we place information in a network so that users
can access it efficiently? The problem of locating
information is the question one asks after creating a
search engine. We have very successful search
engines. Yet we are still struggling with information
placement. Akamai has created one very useful
solution. Peer-to-peer networks have created another.
Jacobson’s Content Centric Networks[68][29] is yet
another, and Delay Tolerant Networks offer a
fourth[18]. Cloud computing still needs a data
placement model[69]. What is interesting to me is that
each of these approaches to information placement has
spawned or is in the process of spawning a tremendous
amount of research.4 Yet much of this research is
disjoint. That suggests to me that the research space
here is still imperfectly explored and that there are
likely other information placement approaches, and
perhaps the possibility of a unified approach to data
placas yet unidentified that will yield new insights.
Discussion: This research question is, more than most
in this list, a hunch based on my sense of the research
space. My hunch is that either studies in additional
types of information placement, or work on unification
(finding out how to express the different schemes as
points in a unified model), would be informative and
offer us a rich set of follow on problems to study.

37. What is the right abstraction for programming the
cloud? We have a few different paradigms for
programming the cloud including mapreduce[16] and
dryadlinq. They represent different mixes of
expressiveness, power and safety. What are the merits
of the different approaches? Are there other approaches
we should approach? What answers change if we have
homomorphic computing in our cloud[19] and wish to
keep the type of computation we are doing private?
Discussion: How we distribute computation across the
net remains an important problem and one that we’ve
yet to fully address. Mapreduce represented an
important step forward and there are plenty more steps
to take. From a communications perspective, it seems
likely that the ways we choose to distribute computation
may drive innovations or needs in the network.

5. Choosing another path
In mathematics, it is considered a useful result to reprove a
known result, using a completely different approach from
prior proofs (e.g. a different branch of mathematics). In
computer science, we similarly consider different paths to
similar results – mostly notably in computer languages,
where we examine different ways to express the concept of
programming a computer. In data networking, we seem
more reluctant to consider multiple approaches (indeed, we
often seem stuck on two communications models). But
there are some places where following a different path
could yield tremendous insight.

36. Protocol verification. Protocol verification, as a field,
is deeply frustrating. Once in a while we see a paper
that reminds us that verification gives us a unique
perspective on a protocols – through the use of formal
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38. Creating a richly configurable radio ASIC. The idea of
a software radio is well established in the field.
Software radios contain processors such as DSPs or
programmable logic such as FPGAs and can be
programmed to implement any physical and media
access layer over virtually any frequency. Examples of

E.g. “Peer to Peer networks” yields 1.8M references in Google
Scholar. Content delivery network (which is what Akamai
offers) yields 1.4M references.
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such radios include the SORA, WARP, JTRS and
WNAN radios.5 But as these radios have matured
there’s been an interesting sotto voce conversation
among radio designers arguing that we don’t need to
use software, that we could build a highly configurable
radio that could do anything a software radio could do.
Intuitively this sounds plausible. One could imagine
implementing a QAM engine that could be configured
to do any of {16,64,128,256}-QAM. Or one could
imagine implementing the components of QAM such as
a Fourier transfer engine. A configurable random
number generator plus a table of frequencies might
implement spread spectrum. But to really prove this is
feasible, someone has to actually do it. Discussion:
The consequences of building this ASIC, if it proves
possible, are surprisingly profound. First, it would bind
what we know about RF physics and media access in
one chip (suggesting a surprisingly contained research
field). Second, there’s reason to believe that such an
ASIC would make the problems of both building a
trusted spectrum agile radio and a cognitive radio
easier[55].

advancing the state of distributed switching (a hard
problem [48]) and creating good cluster interconnection
architectures (preferably with equipment that allows
one to simply plug new equipment in and have the
cluster auto-reconfigure itself – also hard).
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